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Process for implementing new clients on the SLA email program 

1. Strategy 
a. Use customer’s Ideal Customer Profile Questionnaire to secure and review the 

targeted list of contacts 
b. Develop a message strategy & email cadence  

2. Process the list through the email verification service  
3. Share the final list count and status results with customer, i.e. valid, invalid, catch all, 

unknown emails  
4. Review and standardize all of the data fields to be used for personalization i.e. First 

Name, Job Titles and Company Names  
5. Upload the email list, and segment the list based on go to market strategy or personas 

i.e. job titles, industries, influencers vs. decision makers, A/B Test splits etc.  
6. Configure the email marketing platform  

a. Connect the “from and reply to” email address to be used for the campaigns  
b. Add the email signature information and opt out link 
c. Create a test list of internal contacts who will be responsible for reviewing and 

approving email campaigns 
d. Upload suppression list (provided by the client) of existing opt-outs, customers, 

partner and or competitors  
7. Configure Sender Policy Framework (SPF) which is used to indicate to mail exchanges 

who is authorized to send email for a domain (Client can do this or give SLA access to 
their DNS records to do this for them). include:_spf.reply.io~all ) 

8. Campaign Creation  
a. Create email templates, messages, subject lines, email series, A/B test splits 

(Steps/Cadences) and post the content into the email engine  
b. Confirm the call to action that will be measured for our campaigns i.e. open 

rates, responses, clicks, meetings booked, introductions made, revenue 
generated etc. 

c. Deploy email tests to test list and review all content and links 
9. Campaign Management  

a. Confirm approval for the campaign and set the initial deployment date of 
campaign 

b. Confirm the cadence for resending emails to contacts who did not open previous 
emails. Example, wait 4 days after first email before sending second email etc. 

10. On-going campaign reviews and modifications for improvements. Set task to review 
campaigns once a week. 
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